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Product data sheet

SCHÖNOX® iLINE® APP
Battery powered applicator for the SCHÖNOX iLINE system
for the efficient, ergonomic and clean treatment of SCHÖNOX iLINE adhesives in tubular bags. Cordless
power unit is integrated. Removeable blast pipes in two different sizes are available. Quick change of
blast pipes without tools.
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Product characteristics
within the same working time laying
more m² of parquet
clean work - in practice no adhesive
residues on hands and on parquet
component of SCHÖNOX iLINE
no connecting cable
ergonomic working in upright position
easy handling
minor cleaning work thanks to practic
removeable blast pipe
quick change of blast pipes without
tools
practical guidance function
easy change of tubular bags
precise dosing possible

Applications
to work with:
SCHÖNOX iLINE parquet adhesive

Recommended method
of working
Place SCHÖNOX iLINE APP on the sub-
floor.
Apply the adhesive evenly with
SCHÖNOX iLINE APP to the substrate
using the blast pipe. If wetting is insuf-
ficient adjust the bore diameter of the
blast pipe or slow down the spreading
speed.
Use the wall or the edge of the parquet
as side lay for the blast pipe to pull the
applicator across the subfloor.
Thereby press the push button to apply
the adhesive in even crawlers.
Stop in front of the opposite wall. Turn
the applicator and apply the adhesive
on the left area.
As the power unit has stopped, short
reverse running starts automatically to
reduce pressure.
Let adhesive drip off from the nozzle.
Lift the device and lean against the
wall. Take care to use an underlay in
case adhesive drips off.

The crawlers must build a straight and
even line.
If the conveyor output is to high, the ad-
hesive builds sinuous lines. In this case
reduce the conveyor output or move
the applicator faster along the subfloor.

Packaging
SCHÖNOX iLINE APP in paper transport
box including:
-SCHÖNOX iLINE AK 290

(Especially for narrow types of parquet
such as mosaic parquet)
Wide nozzle strip: 290 mm
Bore diameter: 15 mm

-SCHÖNOX iLINE AK 380
Wide nozzle strip: 380 mm
Bore diameter: 10 mm

- instructions and safety manual

Component parts
SCHÖNOX iLINE APP BOX inclusive:
-PTFE-Spray
-all-purpose adhesive tape

SCHÖNOX iLINE AK 290
SCHÖNOX iLINE AK 380

Instructions
The enclosed operating instructions
and safety regulations must be ob-
served.
Clean tools immediately after use with
SCHÖNOX FIX CLEAN.
After a longer period of not using the
tool, still filled with a broached cubular
bag, check the through hole to the blast
pipe and remove stopper.
Hardened material can only be
removed mechanically.
The product data sheets of further add-
on products should be observed.



The applicable recommendations, guidelines, DIN
regulations and safety data sheets are to be ob-
served, together with the recognised architectural
and engineering regulations.We guarantee that our
products leave the factory in perfect condition. While
our recommendations for use are based on tests
and practical experience, they can only provide gen-
eral guidance without any assurance as to product
characteristics, since we have no influence over the
conditions on site, the execution of the work or the
method of processing. This product data sheet super-
sedes all previous editions.

Sika Deutschland GmbH

Subsidiary Rosendahl

P.O. Box 11 40

D-48713 Rosendahl / Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2547-910-0

Fax +49 (0) 2547-910-101

E-mail: info@schoenox.de

www.schoenox.com

The Sika management system is certified to ISO

9001 and 14001 by SQS
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